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. . to create a catalog of morphology and photometry of the galaxies for which the GADGET-2 simulation was run. These simulations also include the dark matter halos and subhalos. In this way it is possible to define the properties of the galaxies in the [`HDR`]{} simulations in a consistent way. The parameter files of the GADGET-2 simulations are included in [`HDR`]{} and are also publicly
available [@dolag09; @stott10]. . . the GADGET-2 parameters of all galaxies (where these are defined in the simulation files) can be extracted by running rawTool.exe with the argument [-s=flags]{}. With this flag, the output contains all parameters (except for subhalo masses). . . the physical properties of the subhalos in the GADGET-2 simulations can be computed and stored. They are listed by
rawTool.exe as a table of the parameters of each subhalo (with user supplied name). They can be extracted by running rawTool.exe with the argument [-l=name]{}. . . This allows to run the pipeline on a large number of images automatically, including the large amount of simulations carried out with GADGET-2. The scripts for reproducing the results in this work are available at ` Results =======
Since the goal of this work is to compare the results obtained with the GADGET-2 simulations with results obtained with the [`GALFORM`]{} simulations, we have first computed the relative difference between the GADGET-2 and [`GALFORM`]{} galaxies in the same halo mass bins. As we have shown before, in the mass range in which we are interested, these simulations give the same results
when using the same, or at least very similar, values for the Sersic index (see Section \[sec:results\]). We have, therefore, applied to the GADGET-2 galaxies the same Sersic index as was used for the [`GALFORM`]{} galaxies. We have measured the differences in the parameters of the galaxies and compared them to the [`GALFORM`]{} values. 82157476af
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